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“It costs more to analyze a genome than to sequence a genome.” – David Haussler

“Researchers are increasingly turning to cloud computing…”
A bigger cloud?
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Unique data
Why is this hard?

Standard compression doesn’t respect the data structures!
Search needs inexact matches

Compute in compressed space
How does our compression work?

Lossless compression!
How does our search work?
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Why should this be faster?

Sequences in the coarse database are:

• long enough to not be degenerate
• dissimilar to each other
• similar to the sequences they represent

BLAST-searchable, but small
Is compressive search faster?
Simulated data growth

- **Search time (seconds)**
- **Size of simulated yeast genome**
- **20% mutation rate**
- **Compressive-accelerated BLASTP**
- **BLASTP**
Small molecule search
Small molecule search

[Chemical structures of caffeine and related molecules]
Metagenomic search